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1. INTRODUCTION
CO has a critical impact on air quality and climate:
● CO is mostly produced in the lower troposphere by incomplete 

combustion of biomass and fuels
● CO oxidation consumes ~75% of the tropospheric OH, which then 

is not available to remove CH4 and other greenhouse gases
● CO oxidation leads to the production of tropospheric O

3

Thus, the abundance and evolution of CO near the surface has 
to be determined accurately.
 

Satellite retrievals would be well-suited to monitor surface CO 
globally. However, how well do satellite measurements compare 
to actual surface abundances? Some aspects to be considered 
include: 
● the vertical sensitivity of retrievals (given by the averaging 

kernels), or how thick is the atmospheric surface layer that 
can be resolved

● the vertical correlation length of CO with respect to the thickness 
of those layers, or how thick is the surface layer

● the horizontal variability of CO with respect to the instrument's 
footprint (not explicitly discussed here).

We investigate these questions by analyzing MOPITT retrievals 
(multispectral and thermal-only), in situ surface measurements, and 
airborne vertical profiles. We also utilize model results to extend 
our investigation to sites where measurements are not available.

4. CAN MOPITT ACTUALLY “SEE” CO 
NEAR THE SURFACE?
We simulate MOPITT surface CO retrievals to address --in a simplified environment-- these 
two issues:
● To what degree are MOPITT retrievals sensitive to CO concentrations near the surface? 

That is, do retrievals augment the information available in the a priori?
● Do multispectral (TIR+NIR) and thermal (TIR) retrievals differ in how much they depart 

from the a priori? 

Simulated values are obtained by “smoothing” [10] the airborne vertical profiles with their 
co-located MOPITT averaging kernels and a priori (see equation in Panel 2).

(Right) Simulated values for East Trout Lake (SK, Canada) versus true values from airborne 
vertical profiles; the a priori has been subtracted from both. 

We have evaluated simulated retrievals for each airborne 
site by quantifying:
●  (0o45o), angle between the perfect fit line (solid 

black) and the line fitted to the data (red/green)
● R (0|R|1), goodness of fit between simulated and true 

values

3. HOW THICK IS THE ATMOSPHERIC SURFACE LAYER?
 

5. DISCUSSION 

2. HOW THICK IS THE ATMOSPHERIC SURFACE LAYER 
RESOLVABLE BY MOPITT? 

DATASETS

● global coverage every ~3 days
● unique multispectral product 

exploits jointly thermal (TIR) and 
near-infrared (NIR) radiances; has 
enhanced sensitivity to CO near 
the surface [1]

● each MOPITT retrieval represents 
a surface area of ~22x22km2

● we analyze v6 MOPITT 
multispectral (TIR+NIR) and 
thermal-only (TIR) surface 
retrievals; cloud-free, daytime, 
over land

GROUND MEASUREMENTS

Archived in the WDCGG [2] dataset:
● >70 ground stations worldwide
● long-term, cross-calibrated surface 

chromatography measurements of flask 
samples

● we use “event” measurements with 
explicit quality flags which allow filtering

● representative of the remote surface 
troposphere (i.e., background CO)

MOPITT SATELLITE MEASUREMENTS

AIRBORNE  PROFILES
We use vertical CO 
profiles of the lower 
troposphere acquired 
during these 
campaigns:
● DISCOVER-AQ [3] 

(2011-2014), geared to 

MODEL RESULTS
We produced synthetic 
CO observations by 
sampling the GEOS-5 
model (“Nature Run”,  
7 km horizontal 
resolution, 72 
atmospheric layers) [8, 
9]. This dataset covers
a 1-year (2006) global, 
non-hydrostatic mesoscale simulation. It includes 
standard meteorological parameters (wind, temperature, 
moisture, surface pressure), aerosol tracers (dust, sea salt, 
sulfate, black and organic carbon), and trace gases (O3, CO 
and CO2).

The Vertical Correlation Length (VCL) at the surface:
●  varies greatly depending on geographic location
●  is smaller in polluted areas

MOPITT'S AVERAGING KERNELS
MOPITT retrievals are obtained using a Maximum A Posteriori 
algorithm [10]. The retrieved state vector (xr) is a weighted 
average of the true (xt) and the a priori (xa) state vectors:

xr ≈ A xt + (I – A) xa

MOPITT, Measurements Of Pollution 
In The Troposphere:
● on board NASA's EOS-Terra satellite
● 2000-present; longest global CO 

record to date

investigate air quality over several regions of the USA 
● Airborne flask sampling data from NOAA [4], CSIRO [5], 

and IPEN [6]; these represent a multi-year, multi-
seasonal record over fix sites in the Americas and 
Australia (~1988-present)

● MOZAIC-IAGOS [7] (1994-present), atmospheric 
observations from international commercial aircraft; 
we use only takeoff and landing data (~vertical profiles)
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(Left) VCL at the surface 
calculated from modeled 
vertical CO profiles. Low values 
(≤100 hPa) can be traced to 
urban (i.e., polluted) centers 
(below) and their surroundings.

where 
C

a,ij
 = covariance between levels i and j

C0 = variance
p

i 
= pressure at level i

Pc=correlation length

This expression can be turned into the equation 
of a line; its slope is the VCL 

[11]

VCL MEASUREMENTS
The thickness of the atmospheric 
surface layer can be approximated by 
the Vertical Correlation Length (VCL) 
at the surface. The VCL is derived from 
the covariance matrix of a suite of 
vertical profiles acquired/modeled over 
a given site. z=k−(1/ b2)⋅r

ln (Ca ,ij )= ln(C0)−[( pi− p j)
2/Pc 2]

(Top) VCL at the 
surface calculated 
from airborne CO 

profiles. Values range 
between 122 hPa  

(Teheran, Iran) and 
582 hPa (East Trout 

Lake, SK, Canada).
The averaging kernels of multispectral MOPITT surface retrievals:
● have smaller FWHM (i.e., show better vertical resolution) than their 

thermal-only counterparts
● peak at higher pressure values, i.e., closer to the surface

FWHM

FWHM MEASUREMENTS
Here we analyze the averaging kernels 
corresponding to MOPITT surface 
retrievals co-located with our airborne 
profiles. 
We measure the FWHM (Full Width at 
Half Maximum) of these averaging 
kernels to estimate the sensitivity of 
MOPITT's surface retrievals. We do so 
for multispectral and thermal infrared 
retrievals separately.

where I is the identity matrix and A 
is the averaging kernel matrix.

The averaging kernels represent 
the sensitivity of the retrieval to 
the true CO profile. Their shape 
and magnitude depend on:
● surface/air thermal contrast
● surface emissivity

Ideally, the averaging kernels 
would be delta functions: the 
retrieval at each pressure level 
would be sensitive to the CO 
abundance at that level alone.
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OPTIMAL CONDITIONS FOR SURFACE LAYER DETECTION
● Briggsdale (CO, USA), NOAA airborne vertical profiles
● VCL >> FWHM (473 hPa, 264 hPa) hPa, 264 hPa)
● closest surface CO measurements from Niwot Ridge, 115 km away
● good agreement between MOPITT and surface measurements

CHALLCHALLENGING CONDITIONS FOR SURFACE LAYER DETECTIONENGING CONDITIONS FOR SURFACE LAYER DETECTION
● Cape Grim (Australia), CSIROCape Grim (Australia), CSIRO airborne vertical profiles airborne vertical profiles 
● VCL << FWHM (254 hPa, 404 hPa)VCL << FWHM (254 hPa, 404 hPa)
● surface CO measurements available for sitesurface CO measurements available for site
● poor agreement between MOPITT and surface measurementspoor agreement between MOPITT and surface measurements
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● MOPITT multispectral surface CO retrievals have better vertical resolution than their thermal-
only counterparts (FWHM smaller by ~25%)

● MOPITT surface retrievals contain relevant information that is not in the a priori, as shown by 
simulations of MOPITT retrievals and by comparison to surface measurements. The contribution 
of the a priori is smaller in multispectral retrievals

 

● Direct comparisons between MOPiTT satellite retrievals and surface measurements produce 
contrasting results depending on the site. This may be explained by the relative thickness of the 
atmospheric surface layer versus that of the surface layer detectable by MOPITT at each location

Monthly mean timeseries with 13-month running average. The ~1% per year 
decrease observed in both in situ surface measurements and satellite retrievals 
is consistent with a previously identified global trend in total CO column [12].

Monthly mean timeseries with 13-month running average to remove seasonal 
trends. TIR+NIR=multispectral retrievals, TIR=thermal retrievals.

(For all Airborne Sites) Mean  Mean R

MOPITT multispectral 27o 0.7

MOPITT thermal-only 33o 0.6





● Results from an ongoing modeling effort will be used to extend our FWHM vs VCL analysis in a controlled environment; factors such as surface 
thermal contrast and emissivity will be analyzed

 

● The findings from this study are relevant to understand surface measurements from other current orbiting instruments (e.g., AIRS, TES, IASI) as 
well as to the design of future instruments

Similar to figure in panel 4 but for MOPITT retrievals 
instead of simulated values. Solid black line shows 
the ideal case, for which =0o and R=1. Larger  
indicate MOPITT retrievals closer to the a priori.

Similar to figure in panel 4 but for MOPITT retrievals 
instead of simulated values. The multispectral 
retrievals for this site are very similar to the in situ 
surface measurements, as shown by the large R and 
small . 

OPTIMAL
 CONDITIONS FOR

SURFACE LAYER DETECTION

CHALLENGING CONDITIONS 
FOR SURFACE LAYER
DETECTION

● MOPITT simulated values contain information that is not in the is not in the a prioria priori
● Multispectral values depart more strongly from the the a prioria priori


